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WP3. Excellent researchers for the community

3.2. Creating and updating of databases and web sites for better transparency and information flow

Start date | February 2017
End date | October 2017

Description of the activity carried out

Improvement of the UNSA website
The new website of the University of Sarajevo has been significantly improved. Old website released using Joomla as content management system has been replaced with entirely redesigned and programmed website using Drupal as a platform.

Specific and measurable indicators of achievement

New information architecture has been developed (concept, navigational structure, types of content and taxonomies), followed by coding and design (development, Drupal setup, content structuring, categories, navigational, admin interface, responsive web coding HTML5/CSS3 coding for mobile devices (mobile phones and tablets). SEO optimization and analytics has been deployed. Migration of old content has been performed. New website can be seen at www.unsa.ba, while old one can be visited at old.unsa.ba

Planned results

New and visually improved UNSA web site with easier access and overview of all news and events, but also opportunity links and news about mobility programmes, open calls for national and international project funding, job vacancies, etc.
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